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I come again with my 2nd Book of Poetry. Thank you dearly for your help and the work you do really gets us out there.

I enclosed a SASE in order to receive confirmation of this book being placed on line.

Once again I look forward to hearing from you, and thanks a lot. I will not forget where the hand came from if I make it, or can I say “when”? 

God Bless,

[B. K. B.]
IN\n\n
RODUCTION

I COME AGAIN WITH MY SECOND BOOK OF BOYS POETRY FOR THE AGES OF 5 YEARS OLD TO 11 YEARS OLD. I HOPE TO SHOW THE TALENT IN MY WRITING BY BEING ABLE TO RELATE TO ANY TOPIC IN THE WORLD, BUT THIS REACHES OUT TO THE MOST IMPORTANT, "CHILDREN." THESE PRECIOUS GEMS ARE THE FUTURE, HOPES, AND DREAMS. THIS BOOK WILL TOUCH BASE ON GAMES, SCHOOL, PLAYGROUND, SPORTS, AND EVEN BULLIES WHO ARE CHASING THE FUTURE OF OUR CHILD'S DREAMS.

I'M WRITING THIS BOOK FROM HAPPY THOUGHTS FROM MY LIFE, MY OWN FOUR KIDS, WHICH HAPPEN TO BE ALL HANDSOME YOUNG MEN. GOT TO BE CAREFUL WHO YOUR CALLING BOY NOWADAYS.

AND TO ALL THE LITTLE LADIES, PLEASE DON'T FEEL LEFT OUT, THERE WILL BE A BOOK FOR ALL THE PRINCESSES AND QUEENS COMING NEXT.
1. Swing of Things

Hello there Young Fella. Come have a seat. Let's go for some swings and while you're here I would like to scoop you to some things. So, look over there to your right and see the swifty slippery slide. And to your left the jungle gym is the best place for kids to seek and hide. In the field out yonder you can choose football, soccer, or take a swing with a bat. Be mindful of the sun, make sure to shade your eyes with a hat. And when you all run out and too tired to play, please come back for a free ride and enjoy my swing and pleasant sway.
Take off your shoes and socks before you come play in this box. Bring your buckets, shovels, and bundles of joy, even bring your crazy imagination to make a toy. This is a place to go wherever you want to see, to be a warrior, prince, dragon slayer, or whatever you dream to be, inside world's only you build to see. Bridges and tunnels, hills and mounds. Go create the animals and all their sounds. Form bricks to pile a wall, pillars to protect a king, or whoever. Whatever, you can make anything, when your ready to leave just make time to wipe the sand from your feet. Before you put on your socks, and shoes, cause the grind and grit will surely itch and be a hassle, but it all was worth it to build that castle.
3. **BATTERS UP**

Do you need help carrying the glove, ball, or bat? Do not forget to wear your favorite baseball hat. Be ready to swing that slugger, aiming for the sky, making that ball soar through the clouds as if it could fly. Hurry up and run them bases as fast as you can, to make it home, into the field of dreams the ball now roams. Hear the cheers from pals and feel the pats on the back. Before you leave the park, make sure you promise them all tomorrow you will be back.
4. **Slide Ride**

Look at these steps I have. They will take your tummy for a ride, tossing and turning, all them yummies, and juices around inside. Come one at a time and take a seat. You can ready, set, go, but be sure to kick out your feet. Now when you go and touch the ground, you must be quick to come again. This things so fun you will end last. Cause the ride on this slide is so fun but yet so fast.
*5. **My Stains**

Waking up and preparing for the mess I'm going to take on today, pulling on whatever company to wear while run, jump, and whatever you call play. I'm going out into the wild no matter the weather, rain, sunshine, even the snow. Count me in no matter where, onto the fun I go.

To find it? I will jump in puddles. Dive into the dirtiest of mud. You can best believe I'm going to make these clothes pray for a bud. New sneakers are made for school. Cause where I'm going to roam, only wear and tear is cool. I'm gonna run until my stomach starts growling, until I hear it howl. Hot dogs, hoagies, pizza, soda, they better all watch out for I'm now on the prowl. Of course it's gonna be a mess. For into my pants, anything that drops or spills, I will surely press. Until the next time I wear these rags. Who knows what remains, but just know I will always be willingly ready, for I have a ball making these stains.
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WHY DO I ALL OF A SUDDEN IMAGINE A PLACE WHERE ONLY ME AND HER EXIST? A DREAM OF HOLDING HANDS, AND EVEN A PICTURE PERFECT SCENE WHERE WE FIRST KISSED. I WAKE EVERYDAY HOPING TO HEAR HER VOICE, I COULD LIVE WITH IT AS MY ONLY SOUND, IT'S A BEAUTIFUL CHOICE. EVERY SCENT IS OF HER SMELL, HER HAIR, EYES, AND SMILE I KNOW ALL TOO WELL. FOREVER I WISH FOR THIS TO EVER LAST, A LOVE POTION, A SPELL OF ETERNITY FOR ONLY US. I PRAY COULD AND WOULD BE CAST. WITH HER I SHARE A WARMTH, A FIRE PRIOR TO YOU I KNEW NOTHING, NOT EVEN AN INKLING OF AN ANGEL SHE IS TO ME, SENT FROM UP ABOVE, SO TAKE THESE WORDS I SHARE AS ONLY A MINOR PORTION DEFINING MY FIRST LOVE.
7. CHORE LIST

First make your bed and clean your floor, then grab your dirty laundry from behind your bedroom door. Also today is the day you must take out the trash and cut the grass, while you're at it you're gonna clean windows, and wipe down anything that's glass. Anything you see collect dust; to wipe it is a must. Yah! I know you would like to be at the park, shooting some ball, or chasing them little hotties coming out the mall. When your done you can go out to play, the faster you finish, you will be on your way. But, by the way your dragging you won't be done until the end of day. Make sure you take your time and do them right, or they will be here for you again, after tonight. No there's not money in it for you to earn, but there is quite a few valuable lessons on life you will learn. Morals and pride in being clean, though I know right now you just think I'm down right mean. Later in life you will look back and see, a man this chore list built you to be.
HE’S LEAVING FOR SCHOOL FROM A PLACE WHERE HE NEVER WISHES TO RETURN, FOR IT’S A PLACE, HIS HOUSE, IT’S TAUGHT HIM THE PAIN HE FORCES OTHER KIDS TO LEARN. HE TAUNTS THE BUS, WITH SUCH HAVOC, THE OTHERS WISH THEY JUST WALKED TO SCHOOL, PRAYING ON THE WEAK, BY THE WEEK, AS IF IT’S COOL. WE ALL SHY AWAY FROM BULLY BILL, HOPING HE DOES NOT CATCH OUR LOOKS, FOR THE PAVEMENT COULD BE A PUNCH, A SUPER WEDGIE, OR THE KNOCKING DOWN OF OUR BOOKS. DARE NOT TELL ON HIM CAUSE THEN WE BECOME A TATTLE TALE TO ALL, BUT HOW LONG SHOULD ONE ENDURE THE PAIN, ANXIETY, HOW FAR SHOULD WE EMOTIONALLY FALL? BULLY BILL LURKS IN HALLS AS IF HE NEVER AT ALL HAS A CLASS, DREADING THE BATHROOM BREAK FOR BY HIM WE MAY HAVE TO WALK PAST. BUILT UP HUMILIATION AND TIRED OF ALL THE WORRY AND PAIN, I TOOK A CHANCE WITH NOTHING TO LOSE AND ALL TO GAIN. I STOOD UP TO BULLY BILL ALL ALONE WITHOUT A GROUP, FUNNY HOW HE TURNED YELLOW, RAN LIKE A CHICKEN STRAIGHT OUT THE DOOR. EXPOSED BY MY COURAGE WE ALL NOW SEEN HIS FEAR, SO I CHASED HIM DOWN AND SAT DOWN WITH BULLY BILL, YOU WOULD NOT BELIEVE THE STORY I WOULD HEAR. A FATHER AT HOME HE NEVER SEEN, A MOTHER SO BUSY, BULLY BILL’S QUESTIONS WERE IN HER WAY, SO SHE ALWAYS ANSWERS HIM MEAN, YOUR DUMB! YOUR STUPID! IS ALL SHE WOULD YELL, AND POOR BULLY BILL WOULD NOT DARE CRY, HOLDING IN HIS PAIN, NEVER TO TELL SO AS I LISTEN TO BULLY BILL I NOW SEE AN UPSET BOY, THE “BULLY” NOW GONE AND PUT TO AN END. WHO ONCE WAS BULLY BILL IS NOW MY BEST FRIEND.
Give us bats, balls, or building blocks, in jeans, sweats, tee-shirts, or hoodies, and even mixed match socks. We will make castles and forts with a box, weapons for our arm made from sticks and rocks. With our imagination, we will create a world way more than fun. Tag, war, hide and seek, played in rain, snow, or the hottest day under the sun. Just a walk we will make a race just to find a way to compete, running holes in tennies, blistering every to on our feet. Seeing who will make it home the fastest just to explain the journey in our day. Taking short cuts and secret passages or alleys along the way. Leaving behind a memory of how only boys will play.
Sit down son and let me explain some things. Your coming upon an age where you may soon earn some wings. I tell you this cause they will make you soar through the sky, taking you for loops and souvenirs from way to high. Wings given by the beauty from a figure just like Eve, a whole new chapter you will soon read to believe. Smells, tender touches, or even a kiss, the heats a passion fueled by her bliss. Beats your heart will surely miss. But I will give guides and warnings in order to prepare you for this flight, through days of amazement, and out of horror filled nights. It's a dazzling thing, to love and share, but it's not a game like truth or dare, this is life I need you to beware. My honesty is not meant as a tactic to scare. I wish for you to enjoy this, I want you to care. Everything is created by way of her, so here's some thing you should consider. Don't allow your age, maturity, or sense of pride destroy the nest where birds and bees rest inside. Carry patience and be steadfast in your decisions, way, and choice. When the time is right you will feel a voice, one from your heart and soul, not your head. For a true queen you will wish to wed. When you get up to go on your journey and prepare to walk, if ever you get scared you will remember this talk.
"BOYS TO MEN"

Born into the world ready to face, the kingdom promised to me, I grow to fight for my rightful place. I learn to crawl, walk, then run, willing to conquer everything shown under the moon and sun. Troubled not by my struggles, trials, tribulations, and falls, pride touched by the sticks and stones, or mimics, and silly calls. Though I feed into some I soon grow a deaf ear, for my maturity strengthens year after year. Traces of a child I may from time to time show, a mother's son until I die, and this is how I let her know. To my father I listen and learn to grow for when he's not around I must put to use all he taught for it's the way to go. This is a story or trail to or from a boy way back when, then too now we became men.
I tie my laces up tight with dreams of being Jordan taking off in flight. Stretching and warming up with lay-ups, and shooting three's like Bird. There's gonna be cheers when buzzer beater. Have'nt you heard? Sky hooks which like Kareem's, the crossover of Magic. Putting away your dreams. Flying like Clyde, twisting and turning through the air from side to side. With the speed of A.I., for every question I ask the answer, with braids, baggy shorts, you won't get and can't get any fancier. This all started from a spark down at a rinky-dink park. Where I play into the night, making my shoes bust at the seams, praying my hard work and integrity paves way to these hoop dreams.
DEAR MOMS

THANK YOU FOR THE PAIN YOU WENT THROUGH IN ORDER TO BRING ME LIFE. FOR ALL THE TIME YOU SACRIFICED FOR THE SAKE OF ME. THE TEARS AND WORRY YOU SHED DO TO MY BUMPS AND SCRAPES IN LIFE. THROUGH YOU I KNOW OF PASSIONS AND TENDER LOVE, OF BLESSINGS THAT COULD HAVE ONLY COME FROM ONE PLACE, UP ABOVE. THE MORALES YOU TAUGHT I PROMISE TO KEEP, ALONG WITH THE PRAYER YOU SHARED WITH ME BEFORE YOU LAYED ME DOWN TO SLEEP. I PLAN ON EVERY MOVE TO BRING YOU JOY, JUST LIKE THE FEELINGS YOU PROVIDED ME WITH MY FIRST TOY. I PRAY TO MAKE YOU HAPPY AND BRING YOU A NEVER ENDING SMILE, TO PUSH AND PULL IN ORDER TO GO THE EXTRA MILE. I CAN'T DEFINE ALL THE MEANING IN MY LIFE YOU GIVE, IT'S NEVER TO END FOR AS LONG AS I LIVE. SO I THANK YOU WITH LOVE, LETTERS, AND MORE WAYS TO ONE, FOR I'M GRATEFUL TO BE YOUR ONLY SON. I LOVE YOU!

LOVE ALWAYS,

SON
DEAR, DAD

WELL HERE I AM, A PACKAGE OF ALL YOUR PRIDE, COURAGE, AND VALOR. THANK YOU FOR THE LESSONS IN LIFE, THE FEATURES, AND SO MUCH MORE. YOU SHOWED ME WAYS TO FIGHT FEAR BY BEING BRAVE. YOU ARE MY GREATEST SCHOOL THAT GOD COULD HAVE GAVE. THERE WERE TIMES WHEN YOUR VOICE WOULD HAVE TO RAISE, ONLY TO PUT ME IN PLACE DURING MY PUZZLED FILLED DAYS. NEVER TO QUIT AND GIVE MY ALL, IN EVERY AREA OF LIFE BUT DEFINITELY IN ANY SPORTS, MOSTLY WITH A BALL. SO IN EVERY MIRROR I SEE YOUR REFLECTION WHEN I PASS, THANKING YOU FOR BEING MY TEACHER IN EVERY LIFES CLASS. I LOVE YOU!

LOVE ALWAYS,

SON
FIFTEEN YEARS OLD AND READY TO EARN MY PAY, LOOKING FORWARD HUSTLING AND BUSTLING EIGHT HOURS A DAY. EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH HERE I COME, IF NEED BE I WILL FLIP MORE BURGERS THEN SOME, TAKING ORDERS THE CUSTOMER AND THE BOSS IS SOMETHING I CAN'T WAIT TO DO. "YES SIR!" I WILL LOAD THEM BOXES, TAKE OUT TRASH, WHATEVER IT IS YOU NEED ME TO DO, CAUSE ITS FOR MORE THEN YOU, IT'S FOR ME TOO. FOR AT THE END OF THE WEEK MY SWEAT WILL BE WORTH EVERY DROP, THE GRIME OF DIRT SURELY I WILL VALUE EVERY SPECK. FOR MY BLISTERING HANDS WILL BE HEALED FROM THE MONEY I COUNT FROM MY FIRST CHECK.
I'm so glad I can finally talk. All the learning how to do this and that without being able to speak was such a pain. Holding back all my fears, pleasures, hows, and whys. Not being able to express my tears and cries. Well now you are about to hear me out. I want answers for all my reasons of doubt. All the whys? I have forever and a day, heard inside my head, I can now ask without wondering on my own instead. I never understood why people holler, scream, or yell. How they trip over the same stump in life, stumble and fall, then ask how they fell? And how come as a baby I would be given bottles, when all I wanted was to cry, just so "you!" could ask the question "why?" Oh!, what's up these birds and bees, or why I can't wear those but must wear these, and where are the manners in thanks and please. And when your done answering these questions just look down towards the floor, for surely I will be there with a thousand more.
IT'S A BOY

WELL DAH! WHAT ELSE DID YOU THINK IT WAS! FOR THERE'S NOTHING ELSE THAT COULD BRING SUCH A BUZZ. LOOK AT US, PERFECT IN EVERY FORM, BRINGING QUIET TO EVERY STORM. WE GROW INTO THE STRONGEST BEINGS OF MEN, WHEN IN NEED YOU CALL ON US THEN. CAUSING HAPPINESS THAT FORKS A SMILE FROM EAR TO EAR, ANSWERING PRAYERS BY HOW WE INSTANTLY APPEAR IN TIME OF FEAR. YOU BEING DEAF TO THE SOUND OF ALL VOICES, EXCEPT WHEN IT'S OURS YOU HEAR. HERE TO PICK UP WHERE THE FAILURES HAVE LEFT OFF AND WHITHERED AWAY, LETTING YOU KNOW IT'S A BOY THE WORLD NEEDED AND HERE TO STAY.
DEAR READER,


I WRITE THIS TO SHOW I CAN TOUCH ANY AREA IN LIFE. MY NEXT BOOK WILL BE FOR GIRLS SO YOU, MY READERS, CAN SEE MY TALENT AS A GIFT. PLEASE CHECK OUT "THE CAGED PoET THAT DIdN'T KNOW IT," ON THIS SAME WEB PAGE.

I THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND SUPPORT. I ALSO ASK YOU TO FEEL FREE TO CONTACT ME AT THE ADDRESS AND CONTACT INFORMATION I LEAVE ON THE LAST PAGE. I WILL BE GLAD TO HEAR FROM YOU AND ALSO TAKE ANY REQUEST FOR POEMS ON ANY TOPIC.

THANK YOU!

[Signature]
IN ENDING THIS BOOK I WOULD LIKE TO GIVE MY THANKS TO GOD FIRST.

TO PRISONS FOUNDATION, YOU INSPIRE US TO STEP OUT OF THE DARK, AWAY FROM THE OPPRESSORS AND INTO THE REAL PICTURE OF OUR DREAMS. THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR BEING A RESOURCE TO PRISONERS.

TO MY SONS, I LOVE YOU AND WANT YOU GUYS TO KNOW YOU MADE THIS HAPPEN.

TO MY MOM, I WILL ALWAYS BE YOUR ONE AND ONLY BABY BOY.

TO GENNY, I LOVE YOU FOR MORE THEN YOU EVER KNOW. GET WELL FOR ME AND OUR BOYS. WE NEED YOU.

MY READERS, THANK YOU ONCE AGAIN.

PLEASE CONTACT ME AT:

- BRIAN K. BROWN
  SBI* 347029
  J.T.V.CC.
  1181 PADDOCK RD.
  SUMIRNA, DE. 19977

- BRIANBBROWN1982
  ON FACEBOOK.COM

WITH PRAYERS I GO.

Brian B.